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Short Abstract—Gillespie simulation is used extensively to in-
vestigate stochastic phenomena. The inverse problem, however,
has remained largely unsolved: How to reconstruct underlying
reactions de novo from sparse, intermittent and aggregate
observations. We argue that, under specific assumptions, the set
of relative population updates in phase space forms a convex
polytope whose vertices are indicative of the dominant reactions.
Using this simple principle we reconstruct stochastic reaction
structure and propensities from a variety of simulated and
experimental systems, where possibly thousands of reactions
may be occurring in between measurement of aggregate popu-
lation counts. In addition to de novo model structure inference,
this technique is shown to yield key mechanistic insights into
complex regulatory circuits, e.g., the ones governing competence
dynamics of B. subtilis, and the predator-prey dynamics of
Paramecium-Didinum experimental ecosystem.
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DETAILED ABSTRACT

Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) [1] is an
accurate procedure for predicting time-evolution of finite in-
teracting populations of chemical species in continuous time;
essentially defining a computational approach to indirectly
solve the intractable probabilistic master equation in the for-
ward direction. SSA along with its generalizations [2] form
the basis of most stochastic kinetic modeling techniques [3].
Inspite of providing an elegant technique to simulate a
completely specified Markov Jump Process (MJP) [4], as is
required to simulate chemical interaction of discrete agents,
it is not particularly clear how observed time series may be
incorporated in a principled manner in Gillespie’s SSA; or
how, if at all, the procedure may be reversed to distill the
likely reaction structure from such observed data.

In the trivial case where individual reactions are directly
observable, the most likely set of reactions can be deter-
mined easily. However, population changes are usually only
observed intermittently. Gillespie’s formulation indicates that
the probabilities of individual reactions are possibly non-
linear functions of instantaneous population numbers; and
since transpired reactions change the population counts of
the participating species, each successive occurrence of the
same reaction transpires with a possibly different occur-
rence probability; making identification notoriously difficult.
Despite significant headway into the calibration problem,
i.e. estimation of parameters, given a model structure and
observed expression data [5], [6], [7], de novo inference of
reaction structure has proved to be elusive.

The present work delineates a new principle to reverse-
engineer observed population time series for de novo struc-
tural identification along with estimation of reaction propen-
sities (See Fig. 1). We only need intermittent measurements
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Actual System Sparse Observations Inferred Reactions

◦ Prey 1.0−−→ 2× Prey
◦ Prey + Predator

0.005−−−−→ 2× Predator

◦ Predator 0.6−−→ ∅

Fig. 1. Reverse engineering reaction model from observable ‘way-
points’ (Left) Aggregate population counts are observed intermittently (red
circle way-points). From these dots alone (Middle), we reconstruct the most
likely generative process (Right) underlying the data, leading to mechanistic
insight. Actual data and automatically-inferred system shown.

of the system state represented as population counts of each
participating species, and may skip many (in the order of
thousands in some of our examples) reactions between suc-
cessive measurements. For a system evolving stochastically,
with the population counts of the interacting chemical species
or agents observed intermittently, we rigorously establish that
the set of relative update vectors approximately define a
convex bounded polytope. The direction cosine of each vertex
of this polytope coincides with the population update realized
by a major driving reaction. Furthermore, this alignment is in-
dependent, upto a certain point, of the degree of intermittency
of the observations. We show that these polytope vertices, and
hence the direction cosines of the hidden dominant reactions,
may be identified from the observed population time series
alone, with no a priori system knowledge; thus defining a
novel approach for de novo structure identification.

We assume a well-mixed system with constant propen-
sities. Additionally, the system must admit a probabilistic
equilibrium, and even then, only the dominant reactions are
identifiable. Even with these limitations, the present work is,
to the best of our knowledge, the only de novo structural
inference technique for stochastic evolution in the literature
requiring no apriori assumptions on the model structure; and
is demonstrated on both simulated data, and on experimental
ecological and biochemical systems (Paramecium-Didinum
predator-prey dynamics, and interaction of key regulators in
the competence dynamics of B. subtilis).
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